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The reasons for this extraordinary talent lie in 
evolution. However, the brain does tire very quickly
during this process. The same effect occurs if we
listen to music through loudspeakers of insuffi-
cient quality. The brain is continually engaged in
adding missing information and fading out errors.
This also works very well, but fatigue is inevitable.
As a result of this we can't really be bothered to
listen to music after a few songs, and we switch
the equipment off more or less frustrated.

Our behaviour is completely different, however, if
we are listening to music through excellent loud-
speakers. Relaxation and the enjoyment of the
sounds are limitless, or in other words:

PIEGA loudspeakers help us to be happy.

Leo Greiner & Kurt Scheuch

PIEGA

A passion for «sound» 
Our passion is still the development and building
of loudspeakers, even after more than 25 years.
The sound produced by PIEGA loudspeakers is 
intended to «copy» the original. The ambitious 
objective of achieving even more precise and even
more natural sound reproduction using our sound
transducers has an extremely important reason:

Our hearing, and especially the brain, is capable of
«extrapolating» even incomplete acoustic infor-
mation to enable us to recognise and allocate the
things we hear. Replaying a double bass solo on a
smartphone would be a good example of this. 
Within a fraction of a second we can recognise
that a double bass is being played, even though
the loudspeaker in the mobile phone is not capa-
ble of reproducing the first harmonic wave, let
alone the basic tone, of the instrument. From the
fragmentary information, our brain recognises 
that a double bass is being played and adds the
missing information to this so that we «hear» the
double bass.



However, the PIEGA coaxial system, which is
based on the ribbon principle, behaves completely
differently. The acoustic centre of the entire mid
and high-range sector is at precisely the same
point on the X, Y and Z axes. This means that the
system is the only real point sound source on the
market. Time-aligned emission in all dimensions is
the valuable advantage of this uncompromising
construction.

Dramatic advantages with regard to the natural-
ness of the sound reproduction, which fascinates
both «everyday listeners» and «passionate music
lovers», results from the interplay between our 
ribbon technology and the seamless, structurally
high-precision and optimally-damped aluminium
housing with regard to sound quality.

What makes PIEGA loudspeakers so different?

PIEGA

Technology and products
Our two highlights – ribbon technology and seam-
less aluminium housings – are responsible for the
outstanding sound characteristics of our loud-
speakers. The fact that these are real innovations
with measurable and audible added sound value
has been confirmed many times over by the 
specialist press over the last few years, and our
continuously increasing fan base also speaks for
itself.

One line of thought describes the «ideal» loud-
speaker as a breathing sphere. This point sound
source is the thing we are striving for. The use 
of coaxial mid-range and tweeter systems has 
nowadays established itself with almost all well-
known manufacturers. All these systems, which
work on the dynamic principle, have in common
that the advantage of coaxial arrangement is only
achieved together with the disadvantage of a non
time-aligned emission.



materials and high precision production processes,
we were able to implement the acoustically per-
fect housing – and this is audibly obvious in the
sound qualities. The sound capabilities are simply
magnificent: room-filling, crystal-clear, lively sound
images even at whisper-quiet levels, extraordinary
impulse behaviour and bass strength are the 
outstanding features of the «master». 

The MasterONE is predestined to fill even the big-
gest rooms with sound, and shines with authentic
and extremely finely-defined reproduction. It is 
listening pleasure for the senses, uncompromising
and impressive!

Loudspeakers from the think tank

MASTER

Other acoustic spheres 
We use the MASTER series mainly as a free plat-
form for the implementation of projects which are
less of commercial interest than of technical 
fascination. What could possibly be more pleasing
for the developer than allowing his creativity to 
run free with no ifs and buts? We shall also be 
presenting new conceptual approaches on the
subject of «natural music reproduction» here in
the future.

With the development of the MasterONE, we 
followed the idea of combining the uniqueness of
the coaxial ribbon system and major elements of
the slender column loudspeaker in one as a dipole-
emitting system for the first time in the world. We
have succeeded in setting yet another milestone 
in the history of loudspeaker construction. The 
MasterONE was completed in spring 2009 after
extensive studies, calculations, trials and not a few
sleepless nights. The unconventional but extre-
mely innovative housing shape, originating from
the pen of Hannes Wettstein, arose using a costly
and advanced production procedure. Using fine



heart with an authentic reproduction of every
music style. One of our absolute best-sellers is 
the Coax 70.2. The technically further-developed 
housing combined with the C2 coaxial ribbon 
system results in a loudspeaker of absolute top
class with fascinating tonal behaviour and elegant
appearance. The Coax 30.2, in its new C-housing,
is also fitted with the C2 ribbon. It has a filigree,
light appearance at 111 cm in height, but scores
its points with a full but finely-drawn sound image.
The fact that even the compact shelf loudspeaker
can be provided with excellent sound potential is
proven by the high-end Coax 10.2 sound transdu-
cer, which is also fitted with the C2 coaxial ribbon
system. The Coax series is a guarantee for sound
and pure enjoyment!

Reference class with coaxial ribbon system

COAX

Acoustic and visual perfection 
Flawless sound image from the highest to the
deepest tone, speed, simultaneous transmission
of all frequencies – these are the outstanding 
attributes of the Coax high-end series. All models
are produced in our studios in Horgen und
Wädenswil by hand with the utmost care, acous-
tically adapted and rigorously tested before leav-
ing our works for the big wide world. The coaxial
ribbon system, which is used in all Coax models,
ensures the highest possible sound quality and 
simultaneous perception of both high and mid-
range frequency transmission.

The Coax 120 is fitted with the largest and the
most demanding of all coaxial ribbon systems in
terms of manufacture, the C1. Whether it's in 
elegant gloss lacquer, timeless aluminium or fine
anodised aluminium, the Coax 120 is effectively a
sculpture and leaves no musical stones unturned,
even in the very largest rooms. The new Coax 90.2
has been built to be slightly more slender with a
chic C-shape. This is also fitted with the largest C1
coaxial ribbon system, and warms any musical





moderate dimensions. It is considered to be a real
«all-rounder», straightforwardly adapts to any sur-
roundings and masters any musical style without
effort and with airy musicality. Even the specialist
world has been astounded by the audiophile 
performance of the graceful Premium 3.2! Many
calculations were necessary to develop this 
slender, extremely elegant loudspeaker with such
outstanding sound qualities, and we do have to
admit that we succeeded! The Premium 1.2 shelf
loudspeaker is a sound transducer with astounding
capabilities. The combination of resolution, bass
performance, dynamics and level stability shows a
«Premium» ratio even with this compact model,
and provides «Premium» sound enjoyment.

Top class with LDR ribbon tweeter

PREMIUM

Powerful sound in four sizes
All the new Premium models are fitted with the
newly-constructed PIEGA LDR 2642 MKII ribbon
and play the high-frequency range with a fine, silky
and crystal-clear sound. This new tweeter is the
logical further development of the legendary LDR
ribbon. In the MKII model, new materials and
many construction features of the coaxial trans-
ducers are used. The whole Premium model range
of 50.2, 5.2, 3.2 and 1.2 is now being built in the
aesthetically appealing C-shaped housing. The 
successful result of our work is a fantastic impro-
vement in every technical discipline, but also a
considerable step forward in terms of sound. The
bass chassis, which uses MDS® technology to 
ensure a voluminous bass power, has also been
further developed.

The largest and most refined Premium loudspea-
ker, Model 50.2, convinces with wonderful sound
qualities whether with its fine sound image or its
suspenseful dynamics. In this case, the live cha-
racter was considerably increased. The Premium
5.2 is attractive in both sound and design, but has





bilities of these models have been extended con-
siderably and they are capable of providing sound
for even the largest rooms. Either way, musical joie
de vivre is in the air – and this is produced by the
slender loudspeakers in the TMicro series.

The small but powerful active subwoofer with 
12 litres housing volume provides the matching
bass support. The stereo amplifier integrated in the
subwoofer is both an absolute highlight and a
practical feature. This allows the subwoofer and the
TMicro loudspeaker to be combined with a flat
screen, CD, DVD or MP3 player, iPhone, streaming
server or computer to form a real mini hi-fi unit.

Clever space-saving series

TMICRO

Filigree beauties
The carefully produced trapezoidal housing in brus-
hed aluminium can also be purchased in a black
anodised or white lacquered version. The TMicro
series has been fitted with a textile neodymium
tweeter dome and powerful MDS® basses.

The slender TMicro 6 3-way system column loud-
speaker is also right at the forefront of its category
with its spatial and dynamic resolution capabilities.
The TMicro 6 and TMicro 4 models, with their 
higher volumes and more powerful bass drivers,
are exceptionally suited to filling even larger rooms
with music even at more demanding levels. The
elegant TMicro 4 shines out with its base area of
only 14 x 16 cm. It is not difficult to imagine that
this compact loudspeaker is fitted with only one
MDS® bass chassis instead of two for space 
reasons. The TMicro 5 column loudspeaker and 
the TMicro 3 compact loudspeaker are two of the
most slender PIEGAs with their base area of only 
12 x 13 cm They are both fitted with a neodymium
dome and a 10 cm MDS® bass chassis. Together
with the TMicro subwoofer, the application possi-





for the impressive performance in the mid and
low-frequency ranges. The AS 3 is fitted with a
neodymium dome and the same rapid bass 
chassis. Natural reproduction with an airy, spatial
sound image are the features of this model.

The quality of the AP/AS series is convincing proof,
both acoustically and optically, that loudspeakers
are capable of the highest performance even in 
a smaller, differently-shaped housing. We hope 
you have fun with the most beautiful «triangle» 
originating from Switzerland!

The universal loudspeaker

AP/AS

The most beautiful triangle
Unconventional but well thought-out and precisely
calculated shapes paired with selected technology
mould the loudspeakers in the AP and AS series.
The advantages of the AP and AS lie in their uni-
versal application sector. Both models can be used
as a stereo loudspeaker, as a surround and centre
loudspeaker, and also for the acoustic supply to
large rooms. Whether vertically, horizontally or 
ceiling-mounted, the AP/AS can be operated in all
directions without losing quality. When being used
for surround sound, use of an active subwoofer
such as the PS 1 or PS 2 guarantees a real cine-
matic experience! A simple wall holder has been
developed especially for this series for wall or 
ceiling mounting. It can hardly be seen, and can
also be aligned to the required level.

The AP loudspeaker is fitted with a PIEGA LDR 
ribbon. In the high-frequency range, it convinces
with its fine, silky mix and resonance-free decay
behaviour. The unique MDS® (Maximum Displa-
cement Suspension) bass driver is responsible 



Together with the slender TMicro models, the 
TMicro Center makes a home cinema system with
plenty of «live character». A slender aluminium
profile, two MDS basses and an LDS dome is con-
vincing proof that good quality does not necessa-
rily require a lot of space for vocal reproduction.

Film rolling ... Cinema fans will be raving about the
quality of our Center loudspeaker. It goes without
saying that the use of the PS 2, PS 1 and TMicro
Sub subwoofers considerably increases the film
effect yet again. Enjoy yourselves!

Centre speaker for perfect vocal reproduction

CENTER

Clear and distinct
A centre speaker is essential for «the spoken
word» in any surround system. The requirements
are clarity, distinctness and atmospheric purity. 
We recommend choosing the centre speaker from
the same series as the loudspeakers so that the
sound qualities match those of the loudspeakers
themselves. The Coax Center is fitted with the uni-
que coaxial ribbon system in addition to two 15 cm
MOM® (Magnetic Optimized Motor) bass chassis.
Just like the entire Coax series, it has been desig-
ned to meet the highest demands and stands out
due to the best-possible spatial reproduction in 
addition to its flawless sound. There are two top
models to choose from in the Premium sector, 
depending on the demands and the available
space. Both have been fitted with our LDR twee-
ter system and stand out with a directness and
clarity which can only be achieved using our 
ribbon technology. The larger MDS® basses 
provide more depth to the «Premium Center
Large», the «Premium Center Small» model, 
however, requires less space.



The fact that the smaller, relatively compact PS 1
active subwoofer can produce such an impressive
bass range is remarkable. With its 250 watt ampli-
fier, it puts itself completely in the limelight even
in the largest rooms. The subwoofer, which uses
the downfire principle, shines out with its full 
and precise bass performance and produces
sumptuous work at stable levels during both home 
cinema and stereo operation. The wide-ranging
setting facilities allow the subwoofer to be regula-
ted to suit your own special requirements and 
surroundings. The symbol, compact design with
the elegant foot allow the subwoofer to appear
light and floating. The PS 1 is available in silver or
black, special colours on request.

Fascinating spectrum of the bass range

SUB

Depth effect 
Not everyone is keen on the sort of really hard
bass performance which feels like a right hook 
to the midriff. However, sound waves with low 
frequencies – in other words the bass tones – are
impressively formed by the PS 2 subwoofer. The
active PS 2 subwoofer, with its 500 watts, gets
even more out of the musical or a film, and it's 
fathomless bass performance, the naturalness of
the bass tones, the precision and the explosive 
dynamics make music or films become really im-
pressive experiences. Depending on your perso-
nal preferences, room sizes or room setup, the
setting facilities, the fine tuning and adaptation of
the bass range can be precisely regulated on the
PS 2. PS 2 bass amplifiers are available in silver or
black. The sound quality of the PIEGA loudspeaker
can be considerably improved together with a 
subwoofer, even without a blow to the midriff ...



Wall mountings can be the decisive factor in 
whether a PIEGA loudspeaker just looks nice, or
utterly perfect. The elegant aluminium spherical
head wall mounting, the invisible mounting for
centre loudspeakers or the simple bracket for 
fixing the PIEGA AP/AS – they have all been 
specially developed for our models and offer the 
convenience you would expect of a good wall
mounting.

The spikes are used for absorbing interference 
frequencies. This means that detailed acoustic 
information is suddenly audible, and that micro-
vibrations are avoided.

Quality accessories for quality loudspeakers

ACCESSORIES

Sound quality improvement
The accessory range from PIEGA includes a few
original components developed by us in-house.
The aim is to support the high acoustic and 
aesthetic qualities of PIEGA loudspeakers with 
optimally-matched accessories.

PIEGA CableONE: The four-core state-of-the-art
loudspeaker cable from PIEGA combines copper
at the highest degree of purity with a special 
crystalline structure and perfect insulation. It is the
ideal connection for our COAX series. For all our
other top loudspeakers, we recommend the two-
core PIEGA CableTWO or CableTHREE copper
cable. These are perfectly matched to the legen-
dary PIEGA ribbon tweeters. One way or the
other, PIEGA cables are an insider tip for optimi-
sing your hi-fi system.
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